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WHAT'S INSIDE.. .WHAT'S INSIDE.. .
If you're here for the Insider's Perspective, you've come to the right place.

Each week we share stories from nurses in the field and tips on everything 
 from leadership, to mental health. At the heart are our weekly nurse

features, highlighting nurses in innovation, education, and at the bedside.

The 6 best soft skills for nurses
to provide a better patient

experience 

The versatile nature of
cardiology nursing

Bailey Estes, AGNP-C, MSN

CENDRELLA CHAMY
The unique challenges
of home care nursing
This nurse is leading the way for nurse
leaders everywhere! Cendrella Chamy is a
director of nursing working in homecare
who uses her leadership to advocate for
nurses and nurse issues. She teaches her
nurses how to recognize signs of burnout
and advocates against the idea of
micromanaging in a healthcare
environment. Learn about the impact of the
pandemic on nursing in homecare and in
nurse leadership in this fabulous feature!
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NurseDeck is for everyone. Whether you’re a student, new to the
field, seasoned scrub or retired - our community involves you.

On NurseSocial, you can engage, connect and network with like-
minded nursing professionals. Discuss current affairs, get advice
from seasoned veterans, and earn and redeem social points to
support nurse innovators and business owners.

Our leaderboard shows which
NurseSocial users have been the most
active - asking and answering questions,
sharing their experiences, and joining
groups they want to get involved in. We
appreciate each and every one of these
nurses for contributing to this growing
community. Let's hear it for the all-time
top 10! 

Join the
community
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Be a part of a community that
celebrates diversity
Be a part of a community that
values your opinions
Access to support & guidance
from your network of
ScrubVerified nurses
Get free NurseDeck gear
monthly
Your public support of nurses
will become eligible for
NurseDeck cross-promotion in
order to help our aligned
missions
The opportunity to work with
us on a long-term basis

Our community advocates are
passionate nurses who share their
stories with our community and
their followers. There are many
opportunities you will have as an
advocate:

Apply to join

Nursing license must be active
#InTheField submission
Currently employed in any
clinical setting or be a nurse
entrepreneur
Completed volunteer work,
mentored or are publicly
involved in promoting the well
being or advancement of
nursing professionals
Adhere and promote
guidelines set by the CDC,
WHO, ANA, and your licensing
board
Submit at least one high
resolution photo

Entry qualifications:

Meet all requirements? Apply at
nursedeck.com/scrub-verified.

How it works:

https://nursedeck.com/inthefield


B a i l e y  e s t e s
A G N P - C ,  M S N



in the cath lab. After a couple years of doing
that, I started to go to a couple of conferences,
just trying to gain more knowledge about
cardiovascular disease, PAD, and peripheral
arterial disease. I worked really closely with a
physician that's like, “Hey, we've got some cool
cases, if you want to make some case reports.”
I was like, “Okay, that sounds great.” So I really
had a lot of mentorship from physicians within
my institution that helped me out a lot.
Otherwise, I don't know anything about
research or even case reports. So, we worked
our way up, did some retrospective studies,
just looking at outcomes of our patients, and
how we can make things better – and I really
enjoyed it. I found it exciting. From there, it's
slowly grown over the past couple years, and
we now have a full research department within
our institution and are looking at partnering
with different industries and other facilities. It's
exciting to see how it's grown. It is something I
never thought I'd see myself doing but never
say never! You never know what's going to
catch your interest. It's really important to have
people to lift you up, because it helped me to
continue on with my education and really
aspire to be more than just a nurse, to really
look deeper into it, and how I can treat patients
and interact with their care, but also make our
facilities better. I really enjoyed that.

What are your biggest accomplishments in
terms of your clinical studies and treating 
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MEET BAILEY 
Bailey Estes AGNP-C, MSN is a cardiac cath
lab scrub nurse and research nurse, as well as
being the Chair of the ACC Cardiovascular
Team Communications Committee. Bailey
received her associate's degree in registered
nursing from Texas State Technical College
and her bachelor's in registered nursing from
The University of Texas at Arlington. She
attended South University to receive her
master's degree as an adult gerontology
primary care nurse practitioner. She has over
ten years of experience working with
cardiology patients at Hendrick Health
System. 

How did you get started in nursing? What
led you to cardiovascular nursing?
I originally never saw myself as a nurse. I knew
I always wanted to help people and do
something that was dynamic and changing
every day. My first few years of college was
just exploring different options. My grandpa
was pretty sick with cardiovascular disease, my
second year in college. I was going to school
in the city where he was getting all his
treatments. I helped out my mom and helped
my grandma with him, just trying to be there
for support. One day they're like, “You should
be a nurse. You'd be really great at this.” And I
was like, “Yeah, I don't think so. I don't think
that's for me. I don't want to touch people.” I
went home that night and thought about it. I
was like, “That's it. I think they're right. I think
my mom's right. I want something that helps
people – something that is new and dynamic.”
So I got my CNA and was able to work at that
same hospital that treated my grandpa and
learn from the cardiovascular nurses there and
have just always stayed in that specialty. I had
gotten my CNA and then worked for a year
while I did some classes online. Then got my
LPN and worked on a telemetry floor while
working on my RN.

How did you get involved in clinical
research? 
That was one of those other things I thought I
would never end up seeing myself doing. After
I got my RN transferred down, I worked 
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How did you come about that? What is your
goal as the chair of the committee? 
I got involved with the American College of
Cardiology back in 2018. Throughout the years
I have networked and got contacts and
mentors throughout the college, which has
been really beneficial. I got involved with the
cardiovascular team, which is nurses,
cardiovascular techs, pharmacists, and
advanced practice providers– a really big array
of people that are exciting to work with and
learn from. As I got involved with them – they
have a communications committee, and the
goal of that committee is to bring together the
different workgroups of the college and help
disseminate the content that each of the
different workgroups are doing, or the college
as a whole is doing, and just keeping everyone
on board with all the different things that are
going on, because the college is huge. My
goal with the committee was really to help
boost the social media platform – engaging
more nurses and allied health providers.
Historically, the college has a really big
cardiovascular team, but not as many nurses,
so I'm hoping to get more nurses involved on
social media and in cardiovascular nursing.

What would you tell someone who is looking
to get involved in cardiology nursing?
Definitely get involved with the American
College of Cardiology. Join the cardiovascular
team, and reach out to me. I always tell 

peripheral artery disease and critical limb
ischemia?
I'd say the biggest accomplishments – even
though in the grand scheme of things they
may seem small, but are big to me – are
looking at our patient population, gaining a
bigger understanding of who they are, what
kind of comorbidities they have, what are their
social determinants of health, and putting that
into play, when they come in and we treat
them. When you understand that all as a
whole, you're able to treat them better and
anticipate their needs before they leave the
hospital. Some of the research we did looked
at the amputation population in our hospital.
From that, we saw we needed to do some
more interventions to better care for these
patients, and we developed our own PAD and
CLI program to help navigate these patients
while they're in the hospital so they don't end
up falling through the cracks. The patient
education and understanding part is the
biggest hurdle we're trying to overcome –
having them understand why you need to
stop smoking, why you need to control your
diabetes, and helping give them those
resources to take a little bit of control over
their comorbidities because they have the
same have comorbidities as our cardiac
patients.

You are the chair of the American College of
Cardiology Communications Committee. 
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Is there a topic you would like to mention
that we haven’t brought up yet?
I want to highlight the fact that cardiovascular
nursing is a great, great field, and it holds so
many opportunities to get involved and to
specialize and really feel like you're involved in
care and outcomes. It's never boring. There's
always something new going on. 

everyone, email me, message me on social
media. I'm always excited to get people
involved and see what you are interested in.
One of the things I love about cardiology is
that it's very versatile. You can be interested in
lipids, the education, the rehab, the
revascularization part of it. There's a place for
everybody and their passion. We want to help
you find that.

What’s in store for the future of
cardiovascular care? What do you want the
future of cardiovascular care to be like?
I think cardiovascular care is growing. It's very
dynamic. Cardiovascular disease remains one
of the number one causes of death not only in
America, but globally. The direction of
cardiovascular care is really going to
multidisciplinary team care, which I love,
because it really uses the strengths of allied
health professionals such as nurses,
pharmacists, and advanced care providers.
We have so many clinics and opportunities for
advanced care providers to specialize in these
complex illnesses, and really help to bridge the
gap of where our physicians and healthcare
systems can't support all these things at once.

There's a
place for

everybody
and their
passion.



The 6 best soft skills
for nurses to provide

a better patient
experience 

By RN Carolyn Harmon
NurseDeck Columnist
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Nurses are the heart and soul of patient care.

We are the most visible part of the healthcare
team and deliver the most direct care to the
patient. We are the ones left explaining what
the physician has communicated to the
patient. We are the ones left helping the
patient process treatment plans in ways that
impact their response and outcome. We
constantly assess and document patient care
while responding quickly to these results. The
experience patients have is predominantly
based on the nursing care provided. To be a
proficient nurse and provide optimal care
and a better patient experience for your
patients, you need hard and soft skills. 

Hard skills are measurable and quantifiable
skills that pertain to a specific area of
expertise. They are taught through formal
training and education. Soft skills are
subjective personal attributes required to
succeed in a work environment. These are
developed over time with experience and are
difficult to measure. Below are six top soft
skills essential to providing a better patient
experience.

Communication
Imagine you identify a critical need for a
patient. Maybe you need to know the
appropriate questions to ask a patient to be
able to dig deep to understand their
condition and how this relates to their care.
Perhaps your patient and their family are
making a difficult treatment decision.
Suppose your patient has had a decline in
health, and you must provide detailed
information to oncoming staff or the provider
managing their care.

Communicating and documenting important
information related to patient care is critical
to the patient's outcome and experience.
Effective and complete documentation is an
essential part of the patient’s care and health
records. Other healthcare team members rely
heavily on nurses' communication, which
impacts their roles, decisions, and care. It is
imperative to have exceptional 

communication skills to collaborate
effectively with your patient, their family,
physicians, advanced practice providers, and
all team members. 

Critical thinking & creative problem
solving
Nurses must think fast and do faster. We
have the innate ability to be several steps
ahead of a patient situation and different
scenarios - which is the exact thing that
makes us extraordinary caregivers. To do this,
we must be critical thinkers and master
problem solvers. It is vital to process
information and data rapidly in order to apply
it to changing patient conditions.
Understanding disease process concepts
and applying them clinically is necessary to
deliver optimal care.

Adaptability
Adapting to changing situations and patient
health statuses is a critical skill necessary to
provide optimal care. The ability to adjust
your sails during any given time to meet the
needs of the patient or your team is crucial. A
nurse’s adaptability directly impacts patient
care and outcomes. Being able to thrive in
the changing environment of the healthcare
setting is a key soft skill.

https://nursejournal.org/resources/soft-skills-for-successful-nurses/
https://www.nursingcenter.com/ncblog/march-2019/top-10-soft-skills-for-nurses


and how these directly impact your ability to
provide compassionate and empathetic care
to others. Prioritizing caregiver well-being
and health is crucial to patient safety, quality
of care, and patient experience.

Soft skills can be difficult to measure, yet
they are essential to the success of a nurse
and the patient experience. 

In the current state of healthcare, patients
have a higher acuity of illness, reduced
lengths of stay, and are often transferred to
multiple units. These all impact their care,
experience, and hospital reimbursement
making skilled nursing imperative.
Underdeveloped soft skills can lead to a
breakdown in communication, medication
and treatment errors, job dissatisfaction, and
poor patient experiences – all of which lead
to poor patient outcomes.

Now is a great time to reflect on your soft
skills and consider ways they can be
maintained and improved.
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Carolyn Harmon, BSN, RN, is a nurse
columnist with NurseDeck. She has over 24
years of nursing experience. She is currently
a Perioperative Optimization Clinic staff and
charge nurse. She also has 14 years of
knowledge acquired from her role as an
adult and pediatric ER and trauma nurse.
Carolyn is passionate about mentoring and
supporting nurses in all stages of their
careers, as well as healthy work
environments. Find her on NurseSocial as
@carolyn (Carolyn Harmon) and on
Instagram as @carolyn_bsn_rn.

Initiative & strong work ethic
Taking the initiative to do what needs to be
done, often during challenging times, is
something nurses do daily that can be
demanding. Often this is a difficult task or a
tough conversation with a patient. Working
hard and helping other team members is key
and goes along with being a strong nurse
with leadership skills. The cohesiveness of a
unit depends on a strong work ethic and
taking the initiative to meet the needs of the
patient.

Professionalism & conflict resolution
How we outwardly appear to our colleagues
and patients directly impacts our patient’s
perception of their care and trust in their
providers. When we interact with our
patients with respect and professionalism,
they feel confident in the care provided.
Conducting ourselves professionally with
our colleagues sets up mutual respect where
information and communication flow freely,
enhancing collaboration.

Conflict resolution is a crucial component of
being professional. The ability to resolve
matters in a way that is respectful and calm
leads to a healthy work environment that
positively impacts patient care.
Professionalism also includes keeping up
with organizational education requirements
and seeking professional development - all
of which keep nurses current on regulations
and competencies.

Compassion, empathy, & resilience 
Showing patients compassion and empathy
are critical in impacting their experience.
When patients feel heard, cared for, and
understood, they feel confident in their care
team, which affects their care. When
patients are confident in their care team,
they are happier. This reduces the stress of
the nurse, but more importantly, it impacts
the patient outcome. 

Resilience is the ability to face challenging
situations while remaining focused and
optimistic. Being resilient is tied to being
mindful of your physical and mental health 

https://journals.lww.com/nursingmanagement/fulltext/2018/06000/building_nurse_resilience.10.aspx
https://www.nursingcenter.com/ncblog/march-2019/top-10-soft-skills-for-nurses
https://journals.lww.com/nursingmanagement/fulltext/2018/06000/building_nurse_resilience.10.aspx
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Life can be challenging for nurses in an
emergency room (ER). Day and night, it
continues to receive patients and assess
their conditions for appropriate treatment.
The ER can be a hectic place by day. With
tons of patients needing immediate help the
moment they arrive in the frantic
atmosphere, it’s no walk in the park. 

The night shift is no different. The ER is still
open well into the night, and nurses have to
function with slightly limited resources.

Although the task may be daunting, don’t
worry. We’ve compiled a tell-all ER nurse
guide that may help you survive the night
shift.

ER NIGHT SHIFT NURSES IN A NUTSHELL

When you are assigned to a night shift for
the first time, you may feel some misgivings.
These feelings are entirely valid. 

ER night shift nurses are there to ensure
continued patient care. As we all know,
hospitals do not stop catering to patients just
because normal ‘business hours’ are over. 

Especially in a place as busy as the ER, it’s
essential to ensure that nurses are ready to
take charge and assist patients.

As an ER night shift nurse, you are one of the
most important people in the hospital. When
most other people are asleep, you are awake
and running to ensure the ER runs smoothly. 

That is why ER night shift nurses are valued
so highly. There are even some incentives
for night shift nurses to help enthuse nurses. 

Most night shifts pay around $4 to $5 more
for night shifts. This can depend on the state,
with some increasing salaries by 10%.
Weekends are even more highly
incentivized. 

With the average pay of an ER nurse being 

around $45.01, expect a higher paycheck for
being a night shift ER nurse. 

However, this does come with its distinct
struggles. This is why this ER nurse guide is
here to provide helpful information.

COMMON STRUGGLES OF AN ER NIGHT
SHIFT NURSE 

Limited resources compared to day staff.
As you are working during the night,
departments in the hospital that follow
normal business hours are closed.

This means that certain resources, such as
the physical and occupational therapy
department, are not there to call upon like
you usually would.

A lesser volume of personnel working during
the night shift means fewer people to work
with. 

Although this typically does not present a
problem, it may be a struggle when you
need to find someone that may have easily
been contacted during the day for a patient
in critical need of care.

You may have to work with less
experienced staff.
The ER night shift nurse isn’t a sought-after
position due to its marked differences from
the day shift. 

https://www.indeed.com/career-advice/pay-salary/how-much-do-er-nurses-make
https://www.indeed.com/career-advice/pay-salary/how-much-do-er-nurses-make
https://www.indeed.com/career-advice/pay-salary/how-much-do-er-nurses-make
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A study has found that night shift nurses are
often younger and not married. This may
mean that you have to work with a staff that
is also competently trained but less
experienced than the day shift staff. 

Use this opportunity as an excellent way to
practice your patient skills and improve
camaraderie with your co-workers. 

As you are smaller in number, you may find it
less overwhelming to start forming a work
bond with them. 

You can also improve your patient skills
without added factors such as family
members visiting. 

Larger number of patients to take care of.
Less personnel employed during night shifts
equals more patients to take care of.

Nurse-to-patient ratio is larger compared to
the day shift. Most nurse-to-patient ratios
are increased during night shifts to 1:5 or 1:6.

This may scare you, especially because you
will be working in the ER. However, it will
also train you to become a better nurse.

Your experience will shape you into an ER
nurse that is more independent, adaptable,
and quick to react.

Normal sleep cycle is broken.

One of the biggest problems with night
shifts is the disruption of the normal sleep
cycle. 

While your body is designed to follow a 24-
hour Circadian rhythm that dictates you
sleep at night, night shift nurses have to do
the opposite. 

This is why many night shift nurses
experience decreased melatonin levels at
night. 

It’s crucial to establish a healthy sleep cycle
despite being on the night shift. Otherwise, it
could lead to many health issues, burnout,
and job dissatisfaction and even affect
patient care.

MUST BRING ITEMS FOR THE ER NIGHT
SHIFT NURSE

Light meals & snacks
Avoid eating heavy meals during night shifts.
This may lead to stomach pains and even
indigestion. Try to bring light meals such as
salads for your night shift to fill you up.

The cafeteria is also closed at these hours, so
bringing snacks will combat the hunger
pangs you may feel. Small snacks such as
trail mix and nuts can also help. 

Water bottle
Have a handy water bottle ready to fill with 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5028173/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/221815528_Night_Shift_Work_and_Hormone_Levels_in_Women
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8046148/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/24316614/
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your desired drink anytime. 

Fill it with water for hydration during long
nights, or bring caffeine with you in the form
of coffee or tea for when you need to stay
awake and alert.

Sunglasses
Wearing sunglasses while at home is a small
hack to help trick your body into darker
surroundings. 

It combats the morning light and can help
you prepare for sleep by dimming your
surroundings and mimicking the night's
natural darkness. 

Comfy socks and/or a weighted blanket
It can get cold at night in the ER, so wear
your comfiest socks to avoid cold feet. 

A weighted blanket will also help you ward
off the chill during your night shift, especially
during the colder months. 

TIPS TO HELP YOU SURVIVE THE NIGHT

Establish a routine sleep cycle
One of the most important things to do is to
establish a routine sleep cycle. 

As a night shift ER nurse, your hormone
levels and normal sleep cycle are highly
disrupted. This can lead to health issues.

Keep yourself healthy by creating a sleep
cycle and sticking to it. Go to sleep at the
same time every day, wake up at the same
time, and ensure that you get eight hours of
uninterrupted sleep.

Choose water & exercise over caffeine
Limit your caffeine intake. While this may
help you stay awake for long hours of the
night, it can also be unhealthy.

Instead of caffeine, hydrate yourself with
water. Dehydration can lead to anxiety and
poor performance, hindering you as a nurse.

If you find yourself sleepy, try doing small 

exercises such as choosing the stairs instead
of the elevator. You can even do something
as simple as jog in place for a few seconds
or do some stretches.

Try nutritious meals during your shift
Actively choose the nutritious option. Bring
salads that are light but filling, and include
carbs, protein, and healthy fats. Mix up your
snacks to include trail mix or beef jerky as
well as chips, fruit, and granola bars.

Your body will thank you for it.

Find easy-to-do activities to stay awake
Staying awake can get tricky, so find
something that interests you. Listen to a
podcast, read a book, solve a crossword
puzzle, or listen to music.

As long as it keeps you alert and does not
distract or disturb other people, it can be a
great way to keep you awake.

Find time for self-care & socialization after
work
It can be so easy to dissociate from people
and forget you have a life when you’re not
keeping the same hours as everyone else.
This can burn you out.

Always remember that you are a person
before you are a night shift ER nurse. Do
self-care activities that make you feel good. 

Find time to catch up with friends and family,
no matter how quickly. This will ground you
and help you avoid burnout.

WE KNOW - IT’S TOUGH
Being a night shift ER nurse is no easy task. It
comes with many struggles and obstacles
that you may encounter. Keep calm, take a
deep breath, and breathe. With this ER nurse
guide, we give you everything you need to
know to conquer the world of night shifts in
the ER.
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I  love hearing about
startups. With NurseDeck
we have our l i t t le patch
of dirt  at work t ime, to
spruce up and help the

nurses'  community base.
I  love that there are

people l ike NurseDeck
trying to shake things

up because we
desperately need it .  

NurseDeck is a community bui l t  by
real nurses and for real nurses. Our
interview hosts know what to ask our
featured nurses because they've been
in their  shoes, and so have you!

NurseDeck is where nurses share
stories,  resources, and guides to help
inspire and motivate other nurses, and
inform the rest of the world about the
nursing profession.

If  that 's something you want to be a
part of,  emai l  jul ia@nursedeck.com. 

JAMIE SMITH
RN, NP, MSN
NURSEDECK AMBASSADOR &
INTERVIEW HOST

Nurse Jamie hosts interviews for
NurseDeck to share stories,  resources
& guides to help inspire and motivate
the NurseDeck Community.

Jamie has been a registered nurse for
over 13 years.  She is an experienced
nurse practit ioner with a history in
long-term care, medical-surgical
geriatr ic nursing, and cl inical
pharmacology. She is also an educator
and author.  



Cendrel la Chamy is the Director of Nursing at Lana Life Care in Dubai,  United
Arab Emirates. She received her master’s degree in public health education and
promotion from Lebanese University in 2013. She worked as an intensive care
nurse at her university hospital before moving to work in homecare in 2013, when
she began working as a home care manager.  In 2017, she worked as a cl inical
educator and training manager at the Al Zahra hospital in Dubai before moving to
her job at Lana Life Care.

PHN, BSN, B.SC, MSN, MSED, CEN
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Jamie Smith (JS):  Hi ,  Cendrel la
thanks for being here. Can you tel l  us
more about your current role? What
do you do?

Cendrel la Chamy (CC): Hel lo!
Currently,  I 'm the director of nursing
at Atlanta Life Care, which is a home
healthcare company. We provide
nursing services, at home
physiotherapy services, infusion, al l
k inds of health care services, but in
the cl ient 's house.

JS: Neat.  So how did you get started
in nursing? Can you walk us through
your journey leading to where you
are today?

CC: Sure. I 'm from Lebanon, which is
in the Middle East.  When I  decided to
be a nurse, I  was confronted by my
whole family,  especial ly my father.
They were saying, “You're smart .  You
have some potential .  Why would you
go and be a nurse?” - l ike this is
something degrading. I  had to f ight
to do nursing at university.  My father
said, quote, “You want to waste four
years in col lege to give cl ients a bed
bath or to give patients showers.  This
is your dream, this is your career
goal .”  I t  was so hard for me to explain
to everyone that this is not nursing.
In the Middle Eastern background, i f
you are not accomplished or i f  you
couldn't  succeed in school,  you go
and do nursing, so it  was a bit  tough
for me at the start ,  but I  had a clear
career path. I  knew I would be good
at this and I  knew I would succeed
and I  would move forward in my
career.  I  started as a cr it ical  care
nurse - I  loved the ICU. When you are
a nurse you go through different
departments and you choose
whatever department you feel l ike is
you. When I  went to the ICU, I  fel l  in
love with i t .  That was my f irst job,
actual ly.  I  was a registered nurse in
the ICU, and I  

stayed in the intensive care unit for
three years,  then I  rounded a bit  in
the cr it ical  care area, l ike the cardiac
care unit .  I  a lways came back to the
intensive care unit .  I  started being in
different committees in the hospital
l ike being an educational l ink nurse
and infection control l ink nurse to
grow my knowledge outside of only
the nursing department.  I  moved
ahead and started to be promoted to
educator and charge nurse. Then I
got marr ied and moved to Dubai .  I
started here, and I  went through the
homecare business. Back home we
don't have these options to have
luxury services at your home l ike
homecare. I  l iked the fact that I
wanted to learn more and more about
it ,  so I  started as a charge nurse and
then moved forward to nurse 
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t ime you had when you were young,
so when you're start ing, you have to
go and go everywhere. Don't l imit
yourself  to one job descript ion – do
everything, whatever they give, you
take it ,  even i f  people are taking
advantage of you. In the end, this is
your career.  You are bui lding lots of
knowledge out of i t ,  so you take
advantage of them, and then let them
take advantage of you. Also, be very
ethical .  When you're doing
healthcare, you must have strong
ethics or you wil l  not move forward in
your career.  Treat the patient as i f
they are your own family.  This is how
you grow, but know your l imits.  When
you feel l ike i t ’s too much, go back,
sett le down, take t ime off ,  unwind,
and then go back stronger,  so you
wil l  prevent going through burnout.

JS: What a powerful message. Can
you tel l  us about your advocacy as a
director of nursing?

CC: In the Middle East,  usual ly
management tends to be vert ical ,  but
I  always go for a f lat management
style.  The problem is when you are in
the executive area, you forget what i t
was when you were actual ly a nurse
working. You tend to give so many
tasks and overest imate or give lots of
trust .  Hir ing the r ight staff ,  having the
right att i tude, giving them the
freedom to actual ly practice and
giving them voice is important.  Let
them speak out.  Forget
micromanagement for nurse
managers, for charge nurses – let the
unit manage itself  - and you look for
results.  I f  you get the results,  let
them do whatever they want.  This wi l l
give you a better result .  I f  you didn't
get the result ,  then you can go and
give t ips, but there should always be
a no blame pol icy. Never blame
someone. See what's wrong, and then
correct i t .  Sometimes, i f  staff  is 

manager and then I  became director
of nursing.

JS: What do you think is the biggest
factor that helped you become
successful?

CC: There are so many factors.  I
never l imited myself  to my job
descript ion. I  remember when I
started, everyone was tel l ing me,
“You're so enthusiast ic.  Time wil l
teach you. You wil l  learn to sett le
down and not be al l  over the place,”
which never happened. I  always l ike
to throw myself  everywhere,
wherever there’s the opportunity to
learn. I  volunteer l ike I ’m a registered
nurse - whenever there's a training, I
go and do it .  I  was working back
home in the University Medical
Hospital ,  so al l  the students from
doctors to nurses wi l l  come to us,
and we have to orient them and train
them and let them know how the unit
works.  I  used to be that person
training everyone. My fel low nurses
told me, “Why are you giving yourself
so much work? Just focus on what
you are doing.” And I ’d say, “No, I
l ike to do this,  this is my opportunity
to learn.” Real ly,  when you are young,
single, with no kids, this is the t ime to
learn. Now you don't have the

When you are in
the executive

area, you forget
what i t  was

when you were
actual ly a nurse

working
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because it 's too much stress and
even longer working hours than in the
hospital .  So staff  tends to work two,
three years maximum and then they
shift  either to a hospital  or different
career path.

JS: That is real ly interest ing because
I 've had nursing fr iends who leave
the hospital  to go to the home health
world, because they think i t ' l l  be less
stressful and, l ike you said, i t  turns
out to be more chal lenging because
in the hospital ,  you've got that layer
of support.  Whereas i f  you're at
home, i t  is you and if  something
happens, you’ve got to f igure out
quickly what to do, because you are
on cal l  24/7. There’s more to i t  than
what people real ize.

CC: Exactly.  They think, “ I f  I  go and
manage one cl ient in his house, i t 's
much less work than in the  hospital .”
But,  actual ly,  i t 's  not.  You are
completely independent.  You have to
be on your toes. Anything that
happens at home, there is no one
else. You are the one who is in
charge. 

JS: What are the major changes and
chal lenges you currently face in your
role in this t ime of the pandemic?

CC: We had a global emergency
where nurses are real ly needed and
we don't have enough staff  to cover
the cases. In the hospital ,  at least you
would put al l  the cl ients in one unit
and you wil l  have one or two nurses
manage. But at home, each cl ient
expected one nurse to be with them.
They didn't  go to hospital  because
they were afraid of the pandemic,
especial ly for patients who have an
immunity issue l ike cancer.  I t  was a
struggle for the business because
you can only send one nurse to one
house, then you have to do a COVID
test and wait one day or two days to 

underperforming, maybe they didn't
have proper training or they are given
nine people to manage and are
overloaded with work. We have to go
through the system to make the
system work for the nurses, not make
the nurse comply with the system.
This is how it  should be. The nurse
career is invis ible and undervalued. In
the hospital ,  you have to give them
the value they deserve because there
is no work in healthcare without a
nurse. We must empower them, let
them speak up, give them the proper
knowledge, and make a system where
they are actual ly able to work.
JS: I  respect how you keep an open
mind. What do you do differently
when managing nurses in hospitals
and nurses for home healthcare
sett ings?

CC: It 's a completely different setup.
In the hospital ,  i t 's  a bit  easier to
manage a nurse because the nurse is
not completely responsible for
everything. You have a physician who
has given orders.  You have a lot of
things to support the nurse. You have
a ful l  system backing you up. When
you are managing staff  in the
hospital ,  you have several
departments that are wel l
establ ished. When you are doing
home care, the nurse is alone in the
house. There is no physician, in case
anything happens. You have to be on
cal l  24/7. I f  the patient starts to
deteriorate, you have to know and
immediately cal l  an ambulance.
Nurses are completely alone. They
need to be excel lent and they need
to be very wel l  trained, and they
need to know exactly the condit ion
of the cl ient and when to cal l  for
help. I t 's a bit  tougher in a home care
sett ing and the nurse has to be
vigi lant 24/7, which is also more
stressful than being in a hospital .  This
is why the nurse turnover in home
care is way higher than hospitals,  
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system, who wil l  take care of the
cl ients? You have to take care of your
staff  to take care of the patient.  You
must now understand the importance
of training. What we did to try to
overlap this shortage was through
caregivers and nurse assistants.  We
have different names in every
country, but caregivers have no
nursing degree, they have taken
some courses and they know how to
take blood pressure, blood sugar –
things l ike that - but they cannot give
medication. We focus on these
caregivers.  We train them for a ful l
month on how to understand the
human body and the basic treatment
of a few condit ions l ike hypertension
and diabetes. So one end wil l  be in
charge of only giving medication and
the caregiver wi l l  do the task l ike
taking blood pressure, taking blood
sugar,  doing one dressing – cl inical
things that can be trained, and only
medication administrat ion can be
done by a nurse. So train the staff
you have. Let them take care and
reduce the f low or the workload from
your ER.

JS: Are there better ways leadership
can help resolve nurse burnout? 

send them to the other house, which
was very hard. The cl ient 's
expectat ion to have one staff  nurse
al l  the t ime was also hard. We even
had hospitals approaching us that
said, “We need staff  from you. Please
help us because we are short on
staff .”  I t  was very stressful for the
staff .  Most of them resigned and just
chose different career paths. Most of
them took some leave and said, “No, I
don't want to r isk my family's health.”
It  was chaotic,  between training the
staff  you had and having been short
staffed with the huge number of
patients – and the uncertainty and
not knowing what wi l l  happen next
and the high rate of deaths between
healthcare workers.  The good thing is
in Dubai,  the death rate for the health
care workers was less.  Even the total
deaths from the pandemic was not a
huge number because the populat ion
here is young and healthy. Everyone
is here in Dubai to work so the elderly
populat ion is less.  Even the COVID-
19 symptoms when it  came to nurses,
i t  was much less.  Thankful ly,  we
didn't  lose the staff  because of the
pandemic. Everyone was very
vigi lant.

JS: As a director of nursing and
someone who leads an innovative
team, what solut ions do you think we
can work on with the growing nursing
shortage accelerated by the
pandemic?

CC: The pandemic opened the eyes
of the healthcare system. It
highl ighted many f laws and issues.
Even though every healthcare
system, every hospital  has a cr is is
management committee, no one was
prepared for this pandemic. I t  just hit
us very hard. We are now going
through a proactive approach, not
reactive. We have to be prepared. I f
you don't protect your healthcare 
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of the hospital  or at a lower level
than the physician. They are the ones
who get the cl ients,  but nurses are
actual ly the heart .  The nurses are the
ones who are at the bedside. They
are the f i rst point of contact with the
patient.  They deal with the physician.
They deal with management. They
deal with the physiotherapist and the
diet ician. The nurse is actual ly the
center of the mult idiscipl inary team.
Enough clapping, more paying.

JS: As a wel l  accomplished nursing
leader,  how do you encourage our
future nurses to keep going and
pursue their nursing career?

CC: I f  you l ike something, don't let
your environment push you down. I f
you l ike being a nurse, be a nurse –
but i f  you're doing it  only for the
money, because this is a guaranteed
job, and for the recognit ion, or to get
an opportunity to travel ,  this is the
wrong, wrong, wrong idea. When you
actual ly see how hard it  is to be a
nurse, that is the type of nurse that
gets burned out quickly because they
don't l ike the job and they’re just
doing it  for the money. First ,
understand what nursing is .  Go to a
hospital  and be an orientat ion
volunteer.  Volunteering is real ly
important.  You see what you're going
through before and you can see i f  

CC: For sure. Leadership has to be
understanding. You have to inform
your nurses – let them know, “These
are the signs and symptoms of
burnout.” Let them know f irst that
they can speak. People feel l ike, “ I f  I
say this,  they wi l l  think I 'm not good.
I  cannot work under stress so maybe I
wi l l  lose my job.” They tend to keep
their stress hidden because they are
too ashamed to admit they have an
issue. So, explaining to them that this
is okay - you can be stressed, you
can take t ime out,  you can take care
of yourself  - this is what the
leadership should do: support,
mentor,  and then give solut ions. We
used to have Zumba classes for al l
the nurses. One day they had a
Zumba class for free, which they
could come and enjoy, and just let go
and enjoy themselves. You can have
a committee where nurses can sit
down, especial ly i f  they have dealt
with the death of a cl ient or a very
stressful s i tuat ion. They can sit  and
talk to a psychologist .  Let them
unwind. Give them the freedom of
speech. Let them speak up and be
more support ive. The most important
thing is that the nurse comes to you
and says, “ I 'm burnt out,  I 'm
stressed.” Sometimes the
management is not real ly involved,
they don't see the nurse on a dai ly
basis,  so they need to empower the
nurse to come to them and tel l  them
“I 'm stressed. I  need t ime out,” and
this is when they act.

JS: I  agree with you wholeheartedly.
What would you l ike to see the
healthcare del ivery system in the
post-pandemic world?

CC: We would l ike to see nurses not
only be supported as heroes; we
would l ike to see them gett ing paid
for what they deserve. They should
get the praise they deserve. They
should stop being the invis ible part 

The most
important

thing is that
the nurse

comes to you. 



this is what you can do. Have a
strong ethical background and go
everywhere. Find your passion and
fol low it  and you wil l  be f ine. When I
f i rst started, they told me you have to
go through lots of studies, but don't
put a Ph.D. as your ult imate goal .  I f
you need a Ph.D.,  go for the Ph.D. I
did a master 's in education and
promotion of health, but I  didn't  use
it .  I f  I  didn't  have a master 's ,  nothing
in my career would change. Work
hard, work smart,  and you wil l  reach
whatever you plan to reach. I t  is a
tough career.  I t 's a very tough career.
I t 's very rewarding, but i t  is tough.
You must have the r ight att i tude and
the r ight personal i ty.  

JS: I  agree. What are your thoughts
on the community? How do you think
nurses can benefit  from the
NurseDeck community?

CC: When I  went through some of
the interviews, i t  was very inspir ing.
You see lots of different nurses'
accomplishments and career paths.
You can see a travel nurse; you saw a
poet; you see lots of things and also
you see their backstories – how they
became a nurse and what were their
struggles and how they accomplished
gett ing where they are r ight now. It ’s
inspir ing to see the stories from
different types of people in your
community.  I t 's nice to have a place
that unites al l  nurses.
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NAME
 

Lorna Brown, LPN
 
 

Richard Darnel l
 
 
 

Mel issa Sherman, RN
 
 

Netra Norr is,  RN
 
 

Drue Bai ley, RN
 
 

Lexi Jay ,  MHA, BSN, RN
 

Kym Al i ,  RN
 
 
 

Keith Carlson, BSN, RN, NC-BC
 
 

Theresa Brown, RN
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mykyla Coleman BSN, RN
 
 
 

Janet Cel l i ,  RN BSN
 

Ti lda Shalof,  RN, BScN, CNCC
 

Diane Cannon, DNP, MHA, RN
 
 

Lauren Harback, LPN
 
 

Susan J. Farese, MSN, RN

Product
 

Career Coaching Services
 
 

Travel Nurse Rich - Pr ivate
Membership Group

 
 

Magical School Nurse Designs
 
 

Mental Savvy Nurse Program
 
 

Revital ize:  mind • body • soul -
coaching

 
The Corporate Nurse

 
Kym Al i  Healthcare Consult ing
Firm & Membership Program

 
 

Nurse Keith Hol ist ic Career
Coaching

 
"The Shift :  One Nurse, Twelve
Hours, Four Patients'  Lives" &
"Crit ical  Care: A New Nurse

Faces Death, Life,  and
Everything in Between"

 
 

" I  AM FIRST: A Guide for First
Generat ion College Students"

 
 

CPR Associates of America
 

"A Nurse's Story"
 

Xapimed (competency tracking
app)

 
Bui l t  Bar ambassador (CODE:

laurenh for discount) 
 

"Poetic Expressions in Nursing:
Sharing the Caring"

Learn More
 

lbcareercoaching.services
 
 

social .nursedeck.com/group/tra
vel-nurse-r ich-private-

membership
 

www.magicalschoolnurse.org
 
 

netranorr isemprise.com
 
 

revital izel i fe.teachable.com
 
 

thecorporatenurse.co
 

www.kymali .com
social .nursedeck.com/group/ky

m-al is-membership-program
 

nursekeith.com
 
 
 
 

theresabrownrn.com
 
 
 
 

kylakrafts.com/products/i-am-
first-a-guide-for-f i rst-

generat ion-col lege-students
 

cprassociates.org
 

www.nurseti lda.com/books
 

xapimed.com
 
 

bui l t .com
 
 

sjfcommunications.com/
author-shop

https://theresabrownrn.com/about
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A COMMUNITY OF RESOURCES
BUILT FOR REAL NURSES.

Where nurses share stories,  resources
& guides to help inspire and motivate.

“When you’re a
nurse, you know
that every day
you wil l  touch a
l i fe or a l i fe wi l l
touch yours.”
—Unknown

MEET THE TEAM

NEVILLE GUPTA
Founder/CEO

GABRIELLE DIDATO
Program Manager,
Inf luencer Marketing &
Partnerships

LAKESHIA BATES
Senior Project Manager

JULIA TALIESIN
Chief Mult imedia Editor 

SARAH VALENTINE
Editorial  Assistant

SUZANNE METCALF
Public Relat ions Special ist

LESLEY KOROMA
College Partnership
Manager 



Have a 3.0 GPA or higher
Interested in pursuing a degree in
nursing
In f inancial  need to continue and
complete their nursing education
Currently enrol led as a second-
year nursing student in an
accredited two-to-four-year
college or university in the U.S.
An active member of your college
or university’s chapter of the
student nurse association
organization and community

The NurseDeck Go Award is an
opportunity for RN/BSN students in
financial  need, who have completed
their freshman year of
college/university in the nursing
program and are enrol l ing in their
sophomore year.  Sophomores,
juniors,  and seniors can apply. It  is a
competit ive application process. The
award is a one-year,  $1,500 non-
renewable opportunity for second
year and above nursing students who
have a go-getter mental ity,  excel
through adversity and f inancial
hardships, and display a commitment
to the nursing f ield. However, they
may need f inancial  assistance in
helping them pay for their required
nursing supplies and student nurse
association membership fees.

You are el igible if  you:

Hey nur s i ng  s tuden t  -

NURSEDECK GO AWARD? 

Have  you  app l i e d  f o r  the

Create an off icial  NurseDeck
account
Submit an off icial  col lege
transcript
Submit a photo of your college or
university ID card
Submit a l ist  of your honors,
awards and certif ications ( if
applicable)
Submit a one-page essay; tel l  us
about yourself,  your experience
using NurseDeck, nurse related
activit ies and what you hope to
achieve as a nurse in your
professional career after
graduation (500-700 words max.
and doubled spaced)
Submit one letter of
recommendation (on college,
university or business letterhead)
The letter should be from an
educator and/or professional from
school (teacher, counselor or
employer) or a representative
from the student nurse association
chapter of your college/university
Email  all  documents to
scholarship@nursedeck.com by
October 1,  2022

How to apply
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NURSES SUPPORTING AND
INSPIRING TOGETHER

 
 
 

We’re here to nurture a
trusted community by
empowering nurses to
connect, network and

share through a built  social
space where trust,

authenticity and
comradery are valued.


